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The Protected Areas
of Bonaire

The Island of Bonaire
Figure1 | Features of Bonaire.

Bonaire is situated in the southern Caribbean (12°10’N,
68°15’W) approximately 100km north of Venezuela. It
is one of the six Caribbean islands which are part of
the Kingdom of the Netherlands: Aruba, Curaçao, and
St Maarten – which have ‘status aparte’ – and Bonaire,
Saba, and St Eustatius – which are special municipalities
within the Netherlands.
Bonaire is a crescent-shaped island, oriented NW-SE, approximately 40km long by 11km at its widest point,
with a land area of 28,800ha. The small, undeveloped satellite island of Klein Bonaire is located some 750m off
the western shore of Bonaire and has a land area of about 600ha.
The centrally located main town is called Kralendijk (locally known as ‚Playa’). It has become the focus of the
island’s tourism industry with the majority of hotels, dive, and water sports centers and restaurants located in
the vicinity. The first settlement and older town of Rincon lie to the north and it has become the focus of the
island’s historical and cultural activities and has seen a significant revival in the last 10 years.
In 2012 the “Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity Netherlands” (TEEB NL) study estimated the total
economic value of the ecosystem services provided by the marine and terrestrial ecosystems of Bonaire to be
$105 million per year. The study also found that with the current threats unmanaged, the value of Bonairean
nature is likely to decrease from a value of $105 million today to around $60 million in ten years and less than
$40 million in 30 years.
The island’s terrestrial protected area, Washington Slagbaai National Park, protects approximately 17% of
the total land area of Bonaire and was established in May 1969. STINAPA Bonaire manages both the Bonaire
National Marine Park, which surrounds Bonaire, Klein Bonaire, and the Washington Slagbaai National Park.
Klein Bonaire along with Pekelmeer, Saliña Slagbaai, Gotomeer, and Lac, are Ramsar sites and as such are
internationally recognized as wetlands of global significance by the RAMSAR Convention on Wetlands.
Bonaire is home to several species that are of particular importance to the island, known as Flagship species.
In 2012 the management and staff of STINAPA identified these to be;

Animals
•
•
•
•
•
•

Caribbean Flamingo
Yellow-Shouldered Parrot
Bonaire Brown-Throated
Parakeet
Bonaire Whiptail Lizard
Iguanas
Lesser Long-Nosed Bat

Plants
•
•
•
•
•

Spinner Dolphin
Queen Conch
Frogfish
Sea Horses
Hawksbill, Green and
Loggerhead Turtles

•
•
•
•
•

Yellow Poui
Brazilwood Tree
Divi-Divi Tree
Columnar Cacti
Lignum Vitae Tree

Washington Slagbaai National Park
Located in the Northwest part of Bonaire, Washington Slagbaai National Park is the first and largest terrestrial
protected area in the Dutch Caribbean. It provides a safe habitat for the island’s native species such as the
endemic parrot (Lora), flamingos, parakeets, and iguana. Additionally, many species of migratory birds from
North America find shelter in the protected area during their annual migrations and some species have become
residents as well.
The park’s 15km of shoreline forms part of the Bonaire National Marine Park and its beaches are important
nesting sites for Caribbean Sea turtles. Originally inhabited by native Indians and later comprising two of the
largest and more productive plantations during colonial times, the park is rich in cultural and historical heritage.
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Bonaire National Marine Park
The marine environment of Bonaire is unique as the island is truly oceanic, being separated from the South
American mainland by a deep-water trench. The Marine Park was established in 1979 and has been under
continuous active management since 1991. It was recognized as a National Park by the Central Government
of the Netherlands Antilles in 1999 and has been designated as a Demonstration Site by UNEP (United Nations
Environment Program) and ICRAN (International Coral Reef Action Network).
The Bonaire National Marine Park, which encircles the island and Klein Bonaire, includes 2,700 hectares of
globally threatened coral reef, seagrass beds, and mangrove ecosystems. Bonaire’s reefs are considered the
healthiest in the Caribbean according to data from the Atlantic and Gulf Rapid Reef Assessment protocol.
Bonaire’s marine environments are home to 111 globally endangered species including six which are on the
IUCN Red List, 11 species on CITES Appendix I, and 94 on CITES Appendix II.
Lac is unique in the Dutch Caribbean. Located on the
windward shore of Bonaire it is the largest semienclosed bay in the Dutch Caribbean and contains
examples of all three threatened marine ecosystems:
coral reefs, seagrass beds, and mangroves. A
fringing barrier reef with stands of rare Elkhorn coral
protects the bay from the high seas that routinely
pound Bonaire’s windward shore. Magnificent frigate
birds nest here and the mangroves provide a haven
and roosting place for herons, egrets, stilts, terns,
flamingos, ospreys, and pelicans. The seagrass
beds are extensive and together with the adjacent
mangroves, they form a critical nursery ground for
countless species of coral reef fish and invertebrates
and foraging ground for green sea turtles. Cushion
stars and conch can still be found amongst the
seagrasses as well as fields of pulsating upside-down
jellyfish‚ Cassiopeia’.
The entire uninhabited island of Klein Bonaire is
managed by the Bonaire National Marine Park and the
sandy beach of No Name is particularly important, not
only as a tourist attraction but also as it is the most
important turtle-nesting site on Bonaire. Popular dive
sites are located all around Klein Bonaire but access
to the island itself is limited and the only provisions
for tourism are two open huts that provide shade,
BBQ pits, and bins. Over-nighting is not permitted to
safeguard the unspoiled natural beauty of the island.
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Park Summary
The staff and board of STINAPA Bonaire developed a range of actions to pursue in 2016. These have mainly
been addressed through the operations of STINAPA, including Bonaire National Marine Park and Washington
Slagbaai National Park. Jeannette Nolen remained President of the Board. Charles Vos left the organization
with Agnes Joosten taking over as secretary in 2016. Two new members started in 2016, Bas Noij and Maurice
Adriaens. Johan Afman was replaced by Herman Siebens in the role of Interim Director for STINAPA. Wijnand de
Wulf started as Manager of BNMP.
The 29 staff members working at times during 2016 spent 53% of their time working on marine issues. The staff
took part in nine training programs in 2016. There were also 18 consultants, contractors, and researchers used
by STINAPA in 2016.
Volunteers and interns helped with maintenance and operational tasks in both parks. There are 250+ STINAPA
certified lionfish hunters on Bonaire, who spend considerable amounts of time using the ELF tool to remove
lionfish from the reefs.
Several reports and plans were produced in 2016 including local government reports, an annual report, and an
annual audit. Some steps were taken to implement the Strategic Plan 2015-2020. Senior staff members spent
time acting as a secretariat for the Board of STINAPA, managing accounts, and projects. Significant time was
also spent on weekly staff meetings and human resource management.
All staff carried out some administration to some extent – accounting for the time staff spend working with
computers, filing, and using logbooks and on other office tasks.
In 2016 income was generated through the collection of fees via the sale of 52,969 tags for diving and other
activities. The Interim Director, NME and Communications Officer spent time on writing grant proposals.
Donations were received for three projects and through fundraising events.
Field Administration and Maintenance accounted for half of STINAPAs of staff time. This includes daily landbased patrols in WSNP and daily boat patrols of BNMP. Extensive established maintenance programs to keep on
top of any damage and degradation of moorings, trails, fences, roads, equipment, buildings, and vehicles. Staff
facilitated ten large public events in the parks and worked on invasive species control and tree planting.
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Management Body
STINAPA Bonaire is the organization responsible for the management of the Washington Slagbaai National Park
(WSNP), Bonaire National Marine Park (BNMP), the island of Klein Bonaire, and the cave systems at Onima and
Barcadera. STINAPA is dedicated to the conservation of Bonaire’s natural and historical heritage through the
sustainable use of its resources.
STINAPA Bonaire is governed by a Board, which includes various stakeholder representatives such as the island
government, the tourism industry, and those with a conservation interest. Board members are volunteers and
receive no financial compensation for their time and effort. The day-to-day management of the protected areas
was carried out in 2016 by a staff of 29 different individuals, 9 of whom worked part of the year, amounting to
24.75 full-time positions.
The Park staff are supported by the Director and financial administration, the Education and Communication
Unit, and the Natural and Historic Resources Unit (N&HRU).

The seven outstanding education programs run by STINAPA reached 1835 elementary school children. The
Junior Ranger Program had continued success with 35 participants through 2016. For the younger children,
there are snorkeling programs.
STINAPA staff produced six new movies in 2016 which were broadcast and posted along with existing movies
on the regularly updated social media accounts. Other new outreach materials were also produced including
radio broadcasts and signage.
The staff has been very busy working on the many events held by STINAPA in 2016. The main events of 2016
were Shark Week, the WSNP Open House, the lionfish derby’s, the tree planting day for schools (Festival Planta
Palu), and several clean-up days and guided walks.
To keep a record of the changing environment, four terrestrial and five marine monitoring programs were carried
out.
Legal issues such as warnings, prosecutions, and permitting have also been dealt with, whilst staff lobbied on
several key issues including enforcement of zoning legislation. STINAPA was an advisory body for government
commissions and nature legislation development.
STINAPA continues to work with 40+ stakeholders on topics as wide as user conflict, donations, interpretations,
and user conflicts. The Interim Director attended two DCNA board meetings in 2016.
Two projects continued in 2016; The Lac Intervention project and the three-year DCNA Save Our Sharks Project.

Work was carried out under the guidance of a Management Team, which saw many changes in 2016. The
Interim Director, Johan Afman continued to work for STINAPA until August when Herman Siebens took over as
Interim Manager. Sabine Engle continued as the Interim Manager of BNMP until August when Wijnand de Wulf
started as Manager of BNMP. The Financial Administrator (Kerenza Rannou), the Education Coordinator (Desiree
Croes), and the Communication Officer (Anouschka van der Ven) continued to work for the organization. Paul
Bertuol continued to work as the Manager of Washington Slagbaai National Park through 2016. Caren Eckrich
shifted from her post as Rare Pride Coordinator and started to work as Wildlife Biologist in the N&HRU.
The Management Team meets bi-weekly to discuss and plan the work of the foundation and to make any
necessary management decisions.
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Board of Directors
STINAPA has a permanent Board of eight Directors, which oversees BNMP and WSNP activities and directs the
overall strategy for STINAPA. Elected Board members have additional responsibilities per respective positions.
Board meetings are held monthly and minutes of the meetings are taken and circulated amongst members.
Jeannette Nolen remained President of the Board. Charles Vos left the organization with Agnes Joosten taking
over as secretary in 2016. Two new members started in 2016, Bas Noij and Maurice Adriaens. The former
Director (Elsmarie Beukenboom) stopped acting as a consultant to the Board in 2016.
Name

Representing

Chair

Jeannette Nolen

Independent

Vice-Chair

Susan Davis

Independent

Secretary

Charles Vos (Agnes Joosten took over)

BONHATA

Treasurer

Herbert Piar

Independent

Member

Bruce Bowker

CURO

Member

Papi Cicilia

Government

Member

Maurice Adriaens (started in 2016)

TCB

Member

Bas Noji (started in 2016)

BONHATA

Member

Agnes Joosten

Independent

Commitees
There was one active committee within STINAPA in 2016:
Shark Week Committee
The role of this committee was to plan for the activities in Shark Week and included bi-weekly meetings for the
first half of the year.

Table 1 | The Board of STINAPA 2016

Position
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Staff

100

1996

Communication Officer - AvdV

100

2013

Education Officer - DC

100

2009

Assistant - NME

100

Outreach - DSJ

√

√

√

√

Accounting Manager - KR

√

√

√

Communication Officer - AvdV

√

√

√

Education Officer - DC

√

√

Assistant - NME

√

√

2010

Outreach - DSJ

√

√

100

2010

Rare Pride Coordinator / Wildlife Biologist - CE

√

√

Rare Pride Coordinator / Wildlife Biologist - CE

75

2015

Receptionist - JAF

Receptionist - JAF

100

1996

Janitor - ST

Janitor - ST

50

1996

Assistant to the Director / Administrative Help JB

√

Assistant to the Director / Administrative Help JB

40

2016

Assistant to the Director / Administrative Help CE

√

Assistant to the Director / Administrative Help CE

40

2016

WSNP Manager - PB

50

2012

TPA Chief Ranger - GT

100

1981

TPA Ranger - CC

100

1995

TPA Ranger - RP

100

2006

TPA Ranger - RF

100

2015

TPA Maintanance Person - GS

TPA Maintanance Person - HB

100

2003

TPA Maintanance Person - JP

TPA Maintanance Person - GS

100

1992

TPA Maintanance Person - JP

100

2006

MPA Manager - WdW

100

2016

Interim MPA Manager - SE

100

2015

MPA Chief Ranger - ED

100

1994

MPA Ranger - LE

100

2014

MPA Ranger - MM

100

2009

MPA Ranger - SM

100

2009

MPA Ranger - KR

95

2015

MPA Ranger - CA

100

2011

MPA Ranger - JM

100

2012

MPA Ranger - XB

50

2016

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

CITES Training

Monitoring

√

Park Safety

√

√

GIS Training

Accounting Manager - KR

Consultant to Board - EB *

√

SCUBA Qualification

2002

√

Tropical Terrestrial

10

√

Boat Handling

Consultant to Board - EB *

Interim Director - HC

Tropical Marine

2016

Park Stakeholders

100

Park Law

Interim Director - HC

Park History

Start Year

IT Training

% of Year Worked

Media & Communication

Position - Initials

Captain’s License

extra qualifications of the staff.

First Aid

is dependent on the experience, academic qualifications, and

Conflict Resolution

have. The capacity of the staff to carry out management work

STINAPA Staff 2016

Vehicle / Boat

Project as important qualifications for Protected area staff to

VHF Radio Operator

identified by experts and through the Management Success

Special Police

The extra qualifications listed in the table below have been

In 2016 STINAPA had 29 members of staff with 287 years of service between them. Twenty members worked a
full year and nine worked part of the year.

Species Specific Training

Extra Qualifications

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

WSNP Manager - PB
√

√

√

√

TPA Ranger - CC

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

TPA Ranger - RP
TPA Ranger - RF
TPA Maintanance Person - HB

√
√

√

√

√
√

Interim MPA Manager - SE
√

√

MPA Ranger - LE

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

*Left the organization in 2016.

MPA Ranger - MM

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

MPA Ranger - SM

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

MPA Ranger - KR

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

MPA Ranger - JM

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

MPA Ranger - XB

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

MPA Ranger - CA

√

*Left the organization in 2016.

Table 2 | Staff of STINAPA 2016.

MPA Manager - WdW

MPA Chief Ranger - ED

√

Table 3 | Staff Qualifications.

TPA Chief Ranger - GT
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Extra Qualifications
Nine external development and training events were attended by staff from STINAPA:
Staff Involved

Days duration,
including travel

Location

Integrated Coastal Development

Interim BNMP Manager

7

St. Eustatius CNSI

Invasive species workshop

Interim BNMP Manager

5

RSPB Montserrat

Desiree, Dianna, 2 Rangers

7

Bonaire

NME, 2 Junior Rangers

7

GCFI, Cancun

NME

5

GCFI, Bonaire

WSNP Manager

7

Dominica

Communications Officer

2

Bonaire

Wildlife Biologist

7

Bonaire

Three MPA Rangers

14

Bonaire

Birds Caribbean
Communication and Education
Strategies for Marine Parks in The
Gulf and Caribbean Area
Education Workshop
IUCN Terrestrial Parks Manager
Qualification
Communications Conference
Bird guide training, Caribbean Bird
trail workshop
Special Agents of Police

Table 4 | Development and training courses attended by STINAPA staff.

Event

Consultants and Outsourcing
STINAPA had 16 consultants, contractors and researchers carrying out work in 2017, including:
Name

The Interim Director represented STINAPA at three events throughout 2016:

STINAPA
Ernst and Young

Staff Involved

Days duration,
including travel

Location

DCNA Board Meeting

Interim Director

4

St. Eustatius

DCNA Board Meeting

Interim Director

4

Bonaire

Interim Director

1 (whilst on holiday)

Netherlands

Event

STICHTING National Parken,
Lobbying for STINAPA and BES.

Work Carried Out

Deloitte
HBN Law
Wijnand Vlok Artwork BV
VCC International

Table 5 | Representation by STINAPA staff members.

Accounts
Hiring Staff
Legal Advice
Artwork, Brochure Designs
Payroll Support/License Fee

Staatsbosbeheer
Asecom
Crowded House
Pajaro Negro Productions

Tax Advice
IT
Films and Media

Wild Conscience (Fernando)

Terrestrial Research and Monitoring

EC Maneho

Goat Project

Mani Construction

Goat Project

Marine
St. Internos
Reef Support
Sea and Discover
RJ van Oosten
Bob Steneck
Rolf Bak

Interim BNMP Manager
Reef Monitoring
Rare Pride Project
Graphic Design; Shark books
Status of the Coral Reef
Permanent Quadrat Monitoring

Table 6 | Consultants and researchers used by STINAPA.

Terrestrial
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Volunteers and Interns

Relationship to Other Organizations
STINAPA is a founding member of the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance and was represented on the Board in
2016 by the Interim Director, Herman Siebens.
STINAPA continues to work with more than 40 stakeholders and partners including the Tourism Department,
dive operators, other NGOs, schools, as well as international NGOs and universities. Staff also spent time
working with new stakeholders such as cruise tour operators.

Environmental Service, Education Department, Building and Zoning Department, Other Environment NGOs, Dive Operators, Legal Department, Police, Fisherfolk, Harbour Office, Prosecutor’s
Local

Office, Agriculture Department, Coast Guard, Hoteliers, Schools, Tourism Association (TCB), Volunteer Groups, Neighbourhood Groups, Tourism Department, Youth Groups, Customs, Retailers,
of International Education and Exchange (CIEE, Bonaire), TNO consultants.
DCNA, Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute (GCFI), Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and Environ-

Regional

ment, CAMPAM, Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, Other parks, SPAW-RAC, Dutch government
child protection agency, Florida State Wildlife Division, Coral Restoration Foundation Bonaire,
Dutch Military, IMARES, Alterra.

Stichting National Parken (The Netherlands), World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), International
International

Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), CORAL, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA), Universities and Academic Centres

certifications.
The NME worked with two 16-year-old students,
who contributed 40 hours of work. Each of them
participating in volunteer work, including marker rock
painting and coastal clean-ups.
In 2016 STINAPA started to establish a volunteer
program for numerous projects, including youth and
education, shark conservation, reforestation, Lac
restoration, and water surveys.

International Interns carried out work and research in
BNMP and WSNP, including:

More than 40 dive professionals and 300+ STINAPA
certified hunters assisted with the collection of
Lionfish in the marine park. Six more volunteers
helped with work carried out at Lac.

•

Twenty Dutch Army volunteers, over three days,
worked to build a tower, helped to repair roads, and
repaired a beach hut on Klein Bonaire.
Fifteen well-qualified volunteers give 250 hours a
year working with junior rangers, and around $20,000
worth of courses are contributed every three months.
STINAPA pays for dive certification cards for new

•

•

One intern working for nine weeks on the WSNP
goat eradication project.
One intern wrote a manual for the junior ranger
program over 16 weeks.
Four interns for 16 weeks working on the Lac
project including interventions in the mangrove
area to increase water circulation.

One local intern worked on Klein Bonaire, looking at
its use and catering for visitors. Recommendations
were made to plant Button Wood in some spots to
give shade, and limit structures to two small huts on
the island.

”STINAPA continues to work with more than
40 stakeholders and partners including the
Tourism Department, dive operators, other
NGOs, schools, as well as international NGOs
and universities.”

Table 7 | Stakeholders that STINAPA works with.

Wholesalers (dive gear, etc.), DTH (law enforcement), Energy providers (WEB), SELIBON, Council
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Objectives for the Year
In 2015 STINAPA Bonaire went through a significant strategic planning process where the Vision, Mission and
Goals of the organization were re-defined. The following text is extracted directly from the outputs.

Vision
The vision statement describes the long-term ambition of STINAPA. It is inspirational. It is clear and memorable.
It is concise. It describes a desired future.

Nature is recognized and treasured as the main resource
of Bonaire’s existence and sustainable development.
Mission
The mission statement describes the reason for STINAPA to exist, its identity and added value to its internal and
external stakeholders. It is clear and simple. It can be easily explained to others. It is recognizably STINAPA. It
describes an intended reality.

STINAPA is dedicated to manage and share, protect and
restore, promote and educate the resources, biodiversity
and values of Bonaire’s nature.

19

Goals
The goals of STINAPA are defined
in the 2015-2020 Strategic Plan
and encompass aspects of:
•

Park Management

•

Nature Conservation

•

Education and Awareness

•

Nature and Economy

•

Finance

•

Governance and organization

•

Team goals

•

Marketing goals

20
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Park Management Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Significant improvement of effectiveness
and efficiency of ranger operations.
Transparent and effective procedures of
(dis)approval of permits.
Formalization of management contracts
and expansions of parks.
Significant improvement of effectiveness
and efficiency of maintenance operations.
Review and update park management
plans.

Education and Awareness Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Significant improvement of effectiveness and
efficiency of education operations.
Junior Ranger program brought to the second
phase of growth and professionalism.
Significant improvement of volunteer
involvement and organization.
Multiyear program of lectures, information
sessions, and media for the public and
professionals.
Multiyear program of awareness campaigns
and events.

Finance Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Solid balance with an adequate operational
resistance reserve.
Significant improvement on efficiency and
effectiveness of income processes.
Significant increase and indexation of income
for operational tasks.
Significant funded project income on top of
yearly operational income.
Improvement of efficiency and effectiveness
of administration and planning & control
processes.

Team Goals
1.
2.
3.

4.

Nature Conservation Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Evaluation of plans and management of
running projects.
Increasing the number of land parks.
Startup of an informal network of institutes,
nature organizations, and professionals.
Disclosure and publication of all reports and
information for the public and professionals.
Development of a widely adopted set of
priorities and standards for nature projects.
Establishment of a multi-year program
of research, monitoring, and intervention
projects.

Nature and Economy Goals
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Improving STINAPA’s portfolio of naturerelated visitor products.
Closer involvement with the tourism branch
by becoming a board member in branch
organizations.
Responsibility for maintenance of naturerelated tourism products and facilities4.
Involved and cooperative partner in matching
the interests of nature and development.
Responsibility for the quality of information
and guide for nature-related tourism products.

Governance and Organization Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.

Renewal of the statutes and bylaws towards a
board-management model.
Adjustment of management profiles towards
new structure and responsibilities.
Alignment of profiles of board members with
the renewed statutes.
Redesign of reporting and communication
structure of board and management.

Marketing Instrument Goals
Development and implementation of a
structured program for team building.
Execution of a testing program for all
employees in key positions.
Development and implementation of
a training program on personal and
professional skills.
Investigation and implementation of staff
exchange options.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Improvement of STINAPA’s image and
authority in local and international
communities.
Evaluation and improvement of website and
functioning and impact of social media.
Marketing of STINAPA’s successes and
marketing to enable successes.
Investigation and implementation of a
membership program.

Income Generation
In 2016 STINAPA sold 37,238 dive tags, 2,010 day passes, and 13,721 other user tags. Staff also spent time
collecting fees directly from users at events to ensure all BNMP users paid the nature fee. Three main grant
proposals are written in 2016:
•
•
•

The NME wrote a grant proposal for $20,000 for new dive equipment for the Junior Rangers, which was
unsuccessful.
The Communications Officer wrote an application for $7500 for Sea and Land Wonders, which was
successful in 2016, to be realized in 2017.
The Interim Director and Communications Officer worked on a grant proposal for €300,000 for the ‘Most
Beautiful Park in the Netherlands’ competition, which was unsuccessful.

Donations received in 2016 included:
•
•
•

20 sets of fins received for the Junior Ranger program
A donation from Cargill of $4000 a year for the Bee Oasis project.
Prizes were donated for the Shark Art Competition.

Time is spent, mostly by management staff, in producing and submitting financial reports for existing grants as
well as responses, records and thank you letters for donations.

Audit
The annual audit was conducted early in 2016 to comply with local government requirements for subsidies. The
Financial Statement and audit letter produced by Ernst and Young were completed early in the second quarter of
2016.
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Financial Reporting

Profit and Loss
INCOME
INCOME

All figures are in US Dollars. Balance sheet as of December 31, 2016.

Project subsidies

201.948

Project expenses

(201.948)

ASSETS

------------

FIXED ASSETS

Project (surplus)/deficit

Tangible fixed assets

359.860

Financial fixed assets

500.000

Operating revenue
859.860

CURRENT ASSETS

(--)

1.461.628

Subsidy Public Entity Bonaire

70.659

Donations received

7.267

Other subsidy

2.434

Project subsidies receivable

616.565

Other current assets

150.313

------------

8.964

1.541.988

Stock
Cash at banks

530.793

Total Income
1.306.635

Total Assets

2.166.495

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
EQUITY
Foundation’s capital
Accumulated results previous years
Result current year

56
1.033.527
212.494
1.246.077

Fixed assests funds

122.473

SHORT TERM LIABILITIES AND ACCRUALS
Appropriated subsidies

6.299

Social premiums and taxes

106.973

Accruals

140.471

EXPENSES
Personnel expenses

781.596

Operational expenses BNMP

39.187

Operational expenses WSNP

1.501

Transportation expenses

52.814

Housing expenses

40.116

Information and education

100.165

Nature management

48.066

General expenses

209.181

Depreciation

52.948

Provision for doubtful debt

3.920

-----------Total Expenses

1.329.494

Operational Result
797.945

Total equity and liabilities

INCOME

544.202

Appropriated Bomenfonds

1.541.988

2.166.495

212.494
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Bonaire National Marine
Park
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Threats to Bonaire National Marine Park
Position

Name
Lionfish are not native to the Caribbean and seem to have no natural predators in the Caribbe-

Invasive; Marine predatory species

an. They are prolific feeders and effective predators. They also reproduce and grow quickly and
are resistant to many parasites. The effect their rapidly increasing population will have on the
reefs of Bonaire is not yet fully understood.

Sewage makes its way onto Bonaire’s coral reefs through inadequate waste water treatment
Waste Water - Sewage

and use. Sewage is a cocktail of substances, a number of which are dangerous to coral reef
ecosystems and those who use them. Sewage is a source of major damage to Bonaire’s coral
reefs and a cause of human illness.

The Indian Ocean seagrass Halophila stipulacea is growing in Lac and Lagun (East Coast) Invasive; Marine Flora

taking over from the local species, Syringodium filiforme. It was first seen in 2011. Turtles have
been seen feeding on it, which has a low nutritional value. This may cause problems for the
health of turtles.

Intentional Human Use - Subsistence/
Small Scale

Sport fishing, artisanal fishing, collection and poaching. Conch continue to be poached from
Lac and there is some illegal fishing on the reefs around Bonaire. Two large sharks were illegally caught in Lac along with a number of smaller sharks.
Domestic and urban waste water runs freely into the marine environment from poorly mainta-

Waste Water; Run-Off

number of other pollutants such as oil and heavy metals. Terrestrial sediments are also found
in runoff, which turn the water cloudy and settle on marine organisms, smothering and killing
them.

Building developments for tourism are often carried out near to the water’s edge. This presents
particular problems for pollutants entering the marine park through bad practice. When it is
Tourism and Recreation: Related
Developments

windy or it rains, cement, bags and other site rubbish can be blown or washed into the sea
if preventative steps are not taken. Artificial beach maintenance disturbs habitats, artificial
beaches are no longer created on the island. The construction of a pier in the Marine Park has
recently removed some habitat. Since 1995 there has been an on-going plan to dredge and
develop Saliña di Vlijt, north of Kralendijk, for tourist accommodation and facilities.

Table 8 | Threats to Bonaire National Marine Park.

ined septic tanks, during and after rainfall. As well as nutrient rich sewage, run-off contains a
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Law Enforcement
In BNMP staff give an average of four verbal warnings per week for Illegal fishing, speeding in shallow water,
and poaching. Warnings are also given for, divers wearing gloves without a permit and divers disturbing corals.
An incident occurred where a poacher threatened a Ranger with a knife.
The WSNP Manager spends 20 % of his time dealing with goat poaching. This involves working with the police
to try to prosecute people for trespassing. Approximately 15 people come into the park every 2 weeks to poach
goats.
In BNMP 40 permits were issued for the wearing of gloves whilst diving for medical reasons. A total of 250
permits were issued for the use of the ELF lionfish removal tool in 2016. Permits for moorings and construction
in the coastal zone now need to be granted through the local government.
No-take lobster season was enforced May 1st – October 31st, 2016.

Field Administration and Maintenance
As in previous years, Land and boat patrols for BNMP took up approximately 5460 hours of staff time. There
were ten formal patrols a week, five a week on land for seven hours involving at least two staff members, and
five a week at sea for four hours involving at least two people on the boat. Marine Patrols also include checking
moorings, inspecting cruise ships, and emptying bins on Klein Bonaire.
For half of 2016, 30 hours a week were spent patrolling the Lac Ramsar site, enforcing user fees, and
maintaining channel openings by cutting roots that block the flow of water to the back of the bay. The staff
member was on sick leave for the second half of the year and was not replaced.
BNMP Staff spent approximately 1200 hours on maintenance. This includes; 720 hours on maintaining five
vehicles and 100 hours maintaining boats. BNMP has 90 moorings in place. Staff spent 380 hours on mooring
maintenance, there are also further incidental repairs on an ad hoc basis. As in previous years, maintenance
of moorings also constitutes some surveillance and patrolling work. New mooring anchors (helix moorings)
arrived from the USA to be put in place through 2017. Maintenance schedules were established, taking four
hours a month and a total of 25 hours were spent maintaining swim lines as part of the staff member’s work on
Lac.

The Interim Manager of BNMP spent a significant amount of time working on-field equipment maintenance.
Nine tidal gauges were in position around Lac and needed checking every two months to make sure they were
working and in place.
Public events taking place in the parks also required supervision by staff. These included:
•
•
•
•
•

Regatta: help set out moorings, solving problems with boats in the wrong places, and diver collisions.
Lac Windsurf competitions for one weekend, Prokids 2016, boat support, surveillance.
Virgin of the Valley fishermen’s parade of boats in Lac.
Assistance with the annual fundraising swims to Klein Bonaire with 200 people taking part.
Kitemanera kite surfing event.

In BNMP staff continued to facilitating Lionfish hunting.

Due to previous threats to BNMP from construction, and lobbying by STINAPA staff and other stakeholders, the
High Court ruled in 2016 that no commercial construction work is permitted in BNMP under current legislation.
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Threats to Washington Slagbaai Park
Position

Name
Vegetation effected by over grazing and runoff removes top soil. Erosion of the roads and trails

Extreme rain

also threatens the value of the PA as a tourist attraction as the roads become impassable to
most vehicles.

Small Holder Grazing, Ranching/Farming; Invasive - Terrestrial fauna
Invasive - Terrestrial Predatory Fauna
Species

Goats grazed by land owners neighboring and within the Washington plantation area of the
PA roam the park freely, grazing on low and young plants, reducing ground cover, leading to
erosion.
Cats, rats and dogs effecting the bird and reptile population by feeding on juveniles and in
some cases adults of some species.

Field Administration and Maintenance
There were seven patrols a week each for two hours involving three members of staff in the WSNP (a total of
672 hours through the year). Field staff of WSNP spent all of their remaining hours on maintenance in 2016,
other staff members often joined with the field staff and spent considerable amounts of time on other essential
maintenance tasks, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintenance of tools and other equipment.
Two months for three people, full time spent clearing trails.
Mending fences, control of vegetation, care of woodwork.
Refurbishment of the museum.
Renovation of STINAPA offices
New roof on managers office at WSNP
Four new parasols of visitors at Slagbaai, Playa Funchi and Playa Benji
Cleaning up after fires on beaches.
Painting of the buildings at the entrance to WSNP.
A new fence constructed on the East side of WSNP
New fence erected near Gotomeer

Public events taking place in the parks also required supervision by staff. These included:
•
•
•
•

Duo Extreme Bike race in WSNP.
Full moon dinner WSNP.
Extreme biking event in WSNP.
Open Day for WSNP

Species control in the parks took up significant staff time in 2016. This included building and maintaining 12
goat traps in WSNP, working in collaboration with The Echo Foundation to capture pigs. In 2016 staff, volunteers,
and Junior Rangers planted 20,000 native plants at different sites in WSNP.

Table 9 | Threats to Washington Slagbaai Park.

Washington Slagbaai
Park
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Education and
Outreach

Education
Total reach including SGB and afterschool programs is estimated to be 2500 students. Staff also continued to
work with the 150 of the 1350 High School children who attend the one High School on Bonaire in 2016. The
main education activities in 2016 were;
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Educational boxes on 11 different topics with the update of the bird box.
Outdoor activities; 10 different outdoor activities including Festival di Planta Palu, Lora Pad, and Bird
Watching.
Snorkel program (Turtuganan di Boneiru), 100 children over five weeks with a curriculum and specific
material. Also, Sharks of Bonaire advanced snorkel program for 15 teenagers over a 9-week program.
Junior Ranger Program with 35 participants through 2016. This is a very well-established course, feeding
back into itself, and is regionally recognized for its success. The course includes dive courses, history,
beekeeping, bird dissection, reef ecology, reef restoration courses (PADI certification paid for by STINAPA).
2016 saw the first Annual Junior Ranger debate, where participants train for 6 months, have to research a
topic, and have a debate. This year’s topic ‚Are MPA’s useful or not?’.
Lectures and workshops on request on topics as varied as migratory birds, sharks, and bats, to over 600
students.
Wild for Life program: Outdoor activities in the morning February - July 9-12 am with elementary schools.
In 2016 NME reached over 1650 elementary children through eight schools on Bonaire. Some of them have
participated in more than one activity and or presentation.
Water sewage education package; clean water for today and tomorrow. Development of a complete
curriculum for primary school students ages 10-12 on the purification of wastewater.
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Outreach
The STINAPA website is active and re-published in 2016. Staff maintained the STINAPA Bonaire Facebook page
and the NME maintained the NME STINAPA Bonaire and Junior Rangers Facebook pages, with a total of 12356+
likes between them. Instagram, Tumblr, and Twitter are also used to promote press releases and Facebook
posts. ‚We Share Bonaire’, a platform for sharing on social media promotes the work of STINAPA to their
audience.
A total of 10 new radio broadcasts were written and recorded for three local radio stations on various topics,
with a further four commercials in preparation. Radio broadcasts were made five times a day over the three
stations, two in Papiamentu, one in Dutch, throughout the year. There were also 30+ press releases through
2016, covering events and the Lobster season closure from May 1st to October 31st. Duiken magazine
published an article on diving in BNMP, local papers kept a ‘Did you know?’ section for shark articles in every
edition.
Staff was particularly busy developing new movies focused on a wide range of park activities:
•
•

•
•

A new STINAPA movie was produced in 2016; ‘What STINAPA does’
Movies continually placed on social media and the website include: Bonaire National Marine Park, Elkhorn
Coral in the MPA, Creatures in Lac Bay, Sea Turtles, This is Bonaire, Open house Washington Park, Lagun
clean up, Rules and regulations, Anchoring and Navigation.
A new Coral Bleaching movie was produced in 2016.
4 junior ranger movies were produced in two languages (English and Papiamentu). The movie Sharks and
Ecocide were produced by Junior Rangers and fishermen.

Other events in shark week included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Washington Park Open Day 2016 was a full-day event for families including 200+ children. In 2016 this
included radio and press releases, banners, posters, guided hikes, mountain bike races, local market, local
food, handicraft, live local music, face painting, free transport to Slagbaai, and children’s activities. Most of the
STINAPA staff were involved with the event.
Other events and outreach that took place during 2016 included;
•

•
As well as being frequently aired on social media, all 4 junior ranger movies are broadcast once a week, and the
rules and regulations movie is broadcast daily on two TV stations.

•
•

New outreach materials were produced in 2016 including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 new brochures; Boating, Nature, Lac - 5000 of each printed. WSNP, BNMP 10,000 printed others to be
finalized in 2017.
Save our sharks; posters, T-shirts designed, fliers, information for public events, and design for the website.
Planning for an area dedicated entirely to sharks at the museum at Washington Slagbaai National Park.
Posters: introduction to STINAPA, Coral bleaching.
5 signs designed for WSNP, 3 in the park in 2016, others to be put up in 2017.
Distributed protected species/shark ID cards to fisherfolk.
New banners and posters designed for each new activity, 5 clean-ups a year, every time a new poster, 3
planting festivals new. 5-10 new posters and outreach materials per year.
Weekly updates for junior rangers, 12 PowerPoint presentations.
Worked together with Pieter Van Baren from the EZ ministry to install two large fishery information boards
(one at the Sorobon fishing pier and one at Playa Pabao fishing pier).
Worked with a local group on a shark rap that was shared with the other Dutch Caribbean islands.

As part of the DCNA Save Our Sharks project, Shark Week 2016 took place in June. Launched at the Bonaire
Sailing School Association with games and prizes, shark educational events were run in different ‘sentro di
barrios’ each day during the week.

Hosting a Dutch media group and junior rangers on a shark snorkel on the Woodwind charter boat,
A presentation ‚Strange Lives of Sharks’, given at CIEE,
A shark trivia night at Little Havana,
The Junior Rangers at their graduation ceremony - attached a shark theme to the event with music, trivia
questions, and prizes,
A Shark Art Extravaganza, with 107 entries during the Taste of Bonaire.
A ‚Great White Shark’ movie premiere two weeks after shark week (due to equipment failure at the cinema)
and three weeks of movie showings. The movie was shown in Bonaire and promoted on the radio, in the
press, and at dive shops. Funding was received from the Tourism Corporation Bonaire for $250 worth of
tickets for schoolchildren.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Monthly public presentation, connecting people
with nature, various topics by the wildlife biologist
and visiting scientists, 40+ people at each event.
Lora count: staff and volunteers monitor Lora
populations along with junior rangers.
Caribbean Endemic Bird festival, bird walk dos
Pos for 20 people.
Quarterly dive clean ups, including one at new
year for 25 divers and a cleanup dive with Dive
Friends Bonaire with 2714 items removed by 30
people, followed by a motivational speech from
Fabien Coustou
New rocks placed at Karpata marine reserve
Earth Day Coastal cleanup around Willemstoren
involving 60 people
Monthly bird watching for 20 people
Coral palusa (coral gardens planting) with 10-15
volunteers.
Monthly East Coast clean ups, 1660kg of
rubbished removed with the help of Selibon in
September.
Caribbean Migratory birds walk: 40 people,
Dos Pos in Rincon, walk around a hill, views of
lagoons, raising awareness. Also a presentation
about migratory birds.
Festival di Planta Palu for all Grade 5 children,
250 pupils. Heavy rainfall in the Washington Park

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

meant STINAPA staff, volunteers and Echo staff
visited each school in order to plant some of the
trees in their gardens.
Sunset walk on the last Saturday of the year.
Brandaris hikes: monthly public walk for 22
people
Two Lionfish derbies with around 300 fish caught
each time by 25 divers.
Bon Doet: The Bee Keeping activity continued
with making of flower garden and water system
for the project – 25 participants helped out during
two days of Bondoet as volunteers. Logistics
prevented the usual inclusion of 250+ children.
“Trash for Cash” youth clean up with Selibon and
Boneiru Duradero- over 50 youth participated to
help clean coastal area of Morotin.
Earth Day Cleanup 2016: A big coastal cleanup
organized between Markultura and Willems
toren. Over 100 plastic bags filled with coastal
debris; over 50 participant’s most young people
(students) on Bonaire.
International World Wetland day: Every year NME
post information on NME Facebook for general
public with information on Bonaire’s RAMSAR
sites and the importance of wetland habitat for
flora and fauna and our how human’s survival
depends on wetlands.

In 2016, 5000 copies of the Makubeken newspaper were published and handed out to households on Bonaire.
All 12 pages of the bi-lingual paper were dedicated to Shark Week.
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Monitoring and Research

Monitoring and
Research

Some monitoring work has been outsourced to former members of staff. Nine monitoring programs continue to
be implemented by STINAPA staff.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual Lora count 2016; staff counted Lora at 12 locations in Washington Slagbaai National Park.
Flamingo monitoring WSNP every month at eight saliñas.
Land bird monitoring for 9 species, two surveys in the year.
Caribbean waterbird census at eight saliñas: Bartol, Matijs, Funchi, Wayaka, Slagbaai, Gotomeer, Tam, and
Frans – every three months.
Conch, seagrass, mangroves, and invertebrates in Lac.
Sunscreen sampling in partnership with IMARES.
Coral Bleaching monitoring was started and reported, but no events were recorded.
Fish biomass surveys inside and outside the reserves.
Impact of waves from Hurricane Mathew, survey and report.
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Advice
STINAPA continues to work with 40+ stakeholders and partners. Twenty-three of these assist with both BNMP
and WSNP, 19 work on issues relating to the marine environment, and one on issues relating to the Terrestrial
Environment. As well as maintaining relationships and Ad-Hoc meetings, the staff of STINAPA was involved in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of a guidebook for NOAA and GCFI on Junior Rangers
Caribbean Bird Trail advice
Giving training to Police and Coast Guard cadets on nature legislation.
Improving coordination between law enforcement partners
Working with Fabien Cousteau to develop BNMP guidelines.
Petitioning for the Save Our Sharks Project in The Netherlands.
Camping guidelines were developed for the shoreline with SELIBON and the Office of Enforcement.
Oil spill workshop with main stakeholders, government, business and NGO’s
Meeting fisherfolk to discuss the Shark Project and BRUV work.
Develop guidelines for the use of drones in the parks.
Shells illegal export legislation work with TCB and RCN; signage for cruise ships and airports.
Ensuring protective species legislation enforcement with the government; issuing a sharks hand out for
Chinese restaurants and SNAKS.
150 copies of updated legislation handbook printed, supplied to stakeholders with an interest in legislation.
STINAPA worked with the nature policy advisor for the government and other stakeholders to revamp the
‚nos ta biba di naturalesa’ campaign.
Disaster management team. The STINAPA Communications Officer is a deputy for the head of
communication in Bonaire’s Disaster management team.
Staff was involved with lobbying against the development of Saliña di Vlijt.
Visit Indiana College Students: Over 20 college students from Indiana visited Bonaire and interacted in
various activities with Junior Rangers and CIEE.
The Interim Director spent time lobbying with ministers in Holland on the importance of nature finance and
awareness.
Bonaire was entered as a contender for the ‘Most Beautiful Nature Area’ of the Netherlands competition,
involving significant lobbying by the Interim Director.
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Special Projects
Two key projects were worked on by STINAPA staff in 2016:

Save Our Sharks

Lac Intervention

The Save Our Sharks project is headed

STINAPA Bonaire’s project for the

by the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance

Ecological Restoration of Lac. The

and aims to protect sharks in Dutch

project aims to reduce sedimentation

Caribbean waters. The campaign

and salinity, increase water circulation

focuses on finding fitting solutions to

and depth. Seagrass monitoring and

protect declining shark populations

monitoring of Conch populations and

by performing scientific research,

other species will also form part of the

communicating with politicians

project.

and fishermen, and educating the
public, both on the islands and in the
Netherlands. Save Our Sharks is a threeyear project that started in 2015 and is
financed by the Dutch Postcode Lottery.
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Glossary

Pressure
A park where management activities are carried out by dedicated (full or part-time) staff on a
regular/daily basis within an organization, which has a defined mission and goals and where

Actively Managed Park

staff time is organized to address core management tasks as well as proactively tackling

Biodiversity
Capacity
Co-Management
Context

A management system, which includes reviewing past performance and incorporating 'lessons
The total diversity of living organisms as well as the ecosystems of which they are part (includes species diversity, genetic diversity, and ecosystem diversity)
A combination of the resources available to manage a park.
A management structure whereby the park management organization and stakeholders share
Aspects of park management that form part of the circumstances in which the PMO operates
and which change infrequently such as tenure, international recognition, zoning, legislation, etc.

A broad statement indicating what the park is trying to achieve through its management efforts
The ecological area is occupied by an organism, population, or community as characterized by
both its physical and biotic properties.
ludes volunteers, interns, and external individuals and organizations used on a consultancy/
contractual basis.

Invasive Species

Non-indigenous species (or exotic species) introduced by human actions, whose introduction
causes, or is likely to cause, economic or environmental harm or harm to human health.
A biological, chemical, or physical process or entity with the potential to negatively impact the

Issue

conservation of the park's natural resources. If not addressed issues could threaten the sustainable conservation of the park.

Management Capacity
Management Effectiveness
Management Success Evaluation

A measure of a park's ability to fulfill its mission and goals in terms of the available resources
(physical, human, financial, and information).
The degree to which management achieves the goals and objectives of the park.
The evaluation of the positive achievements of a park - primarily relating to the management
and conservation of values of the park.
The regular collection and analysis of information, which allows a PMO to measure change in

Monitoring

the physical, social and economic environment of the park. This information should be used to
guide management efforts.

Operational Activities

Activities that are essential to the ongoing management of an actively managed park.
An area of land and/or sea, which is dedicated to the protection and maintenance of biologi-

Park

cal diversity, natural and associated cultural resources and is managed through legal or other
effective means.

Partner
Physical Resources

PA Resources
Research
Stakeholder

An individual or an organization with whom the staff of a park collaborates for the benefit of
the park. They do not hold a vested interest in the park.
Any resource that can be uniquely identified, includes buildings, transport, and infrastructure.

as well as to build internal capacity through the exchange of knowledge, expertise, information,
The financial, human, physical, and information resources available for day-to-day operations
Hypothesis-driven scientific investigation(s) limited by time.
An individual, group, or organization with a vested interest in the management of a park, who
can affect or be affected by park management decisions.
A biological, chemical, or physical process or physical entity, which damages, destroys, or

Threat

degrades the natural resource. A threat can be an entity such as an organism, which becomes
a pest, or a process such as an increase in erosion, which damages habitat or can result from
human activities such as anchor damage.

Use

A human activity that takes place within a park.
The importance of a park in terms of a range of variables, including biological, ecological, cul-

document such as a management plan. The level of effectiveness depends on how the park's

Judgment or assessment of achievement against predetermined criteria.

increase management effectiveness by improving their ability to lobby, fundraise and manage
and or resources.

joint authority and responsibility for making decisions about resource management.

The number of staff and their attributes that park management can call upon. This also incHuman Resources

Protected Area (Park) Network

learned' and improvements into the ongoing management and planning process.

mission and goals and to address operational activities, threats and issues.

Habitat

can involve research, capacity or infrastructure development, education, or other aspects of
A coherent group of protected areas (preferably ecologically linked) operating co-operatively to

resources (financial, human, physical, and information) are deployed to implement the PMOs

Goal

Project

goals, staff time would not be allocated to address core tasks, and would react to threats and

and present achievements, issues, and threats. These are normally captured in a management

Evaluation

A defined enterprise is executed to achieve a particular aim within a defined period. Projects
management.

Management is driven by a clear mission and goals, which includes stakeholder input, past
Effective Management

response to sustainably protect the resource from harm

issues and threats. A non-actively (passively) managed park would lack a defined mission and
issues in an ad-hoc fashion.

Adaptive Management

A diffuse external impact on a park created by human activities, which requires a management

Value

tural, wilderness, economic, social characteristics as well as scientific, international, or national
significance.
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Acronyms
ACS

Association of Caribbean States

AIS

Automatic Identification System (for identifying the status and movements of registered marine vessels)

SEMP

St. Eustatius National Marine Park

SPAW

The Protocol Concerning Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife (also SPAW-RAC

SSV
STCB

Special Security Service
Sea Turtle Conservation Bonaire

AMFO

Antilliaanse Mede Financierings Organisatie

AGOA

French Antilles Marine Mammal Sanctuary

STENAPA

St. Eustatius National Parks Foundation

AMLC

Association of Marine Laboratories in the Caribbean

STINAPA

Stichting Nationale Parken Bonaire

BNMP

Bonaire National Marine Park.

TCB

Tourism Corporation Bonaire

Bonaire Hotel and Tourism Association

TNC

The Nature Conservancy USA

Baited Remote Underwater Video

TPA

Terrestrial Protected Area

Dutch Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations

UNA

University of the Netherlands Antilles, based on Curacao

BONHATA
BRUV
BZK
CARMABI

Caribbean Research and Management of Biodiversity Foundation

CAMPAM

Caribbean Marine Protected Area Managers (Organisation).

CI
CIEE

Conservation International
Council of International Education and Exchange

UNEP CAR
UNESCO
USFW
WIDECAST

United Nations Environment Program – Caribbean Regional Office
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Wider Caribbean Sea Turtle Network

CITES

Convention for International Trade in Endangered Species

WTT

World Turtle Trust, Hawaii USA

CMM

Commissie Marien Milieu

WNF

Wereld Natuur Fonds – World Wildlife Fund, Netherlands

CTB

Curaçao Tourism Board

WSNP

Washington Slagbaai National Park (Bonaire)

CURO

Council of Underwater Resort Operators (Bonaire)

WUR

Wageningen Marine Research

DCNA

Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance

WWF

World Wildlife Fund

DROB/DROV

Island Spatial Planning Department

EEZ

Exclusive Economic Zone

EPIC

Environmental Protection in the Caribbean

EZ

Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs

FPNA

Fundacion Parke Nacional Arikok

GCFI

Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute

GCRMN

Global Coral Reef Monitoring Network

IMARES

Dutch research institute connected to Wageningen University. Now known as WUR, Wageningen Marine Research.

IAC
IUCN NL

Inter American Convention for the Conservation of Sea Turtles
International Union for Nature Conservation, Netherlands

JAZ

Island Legal Department

LVV

Island Agriculture and Fisheries Department

MPA

Marine Protected Area

NFSXM
NFWF

Nature Foundation St. Maarten
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, USA based funding organisation

NGO

Non-Government Organisation.

NIOZ

Nederlands Instituut voor Onderzoek der Zee, research institute in the Netherlands

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NPL
PA

Nationale Postcode Lotterie – Dutch Postcode Lottery
Protected area

PBCF

Prince Bernhard Culture Funds

PBNF

Prince Bernhard Nature Funds

PMO

Park Management Organisation

SBMU

Saba Bank Management Unit

SCF
SCSCB

Saba Conservation Foundation
Society for the Conservation and Study of Caribbean Birds
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STINAPA Bonaire
P.O. BOX 368
Bonaire,Dutch Caribbean

Phone + 599 717 8444
Fax + 599 717 7318
Info@stinapa.org

Headquarters:
Barcadera 10,
Bonaire, Dutch Caribbean

Opening Hours:
Washington Park: 8am - 5pm
STINAPA Headquarters: 8am - 4pm
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